
FUN CUP BOOST DIGITAL MEDIA PRESENCE 
 

The Fun Cup is launching an exciting new package of digital media coverage and extensive social media 

content for the 2020 season. 

 

Reflecting the huge growth in online media and changing viewing habits, the championship is re-focusing 

its broadcast strategy towards video-on-demand, online TV and creative social media content. It means 

that drivers, teams and sponsors will benefit from the most comprehensive package of broadcast media 

coverage yet. On average, new content will be released twice weekly throughout the course of the season 

- massively increasing the frequency of coverage. 

  

Long-term broadcast partners, Chris Hartley Media, will once again produce the coverage; showcasing 

the Fun Cup’s famed close racing through a series of 30-minute highlights shows. There will also be an 

extensive programme of additional content; including team profiles, technical features, bonus race 

footage, behind-the-scenes insight and other creative content. 

 

Further developing their partnership with guy.digital - the social media management company, founded 

by Fun Cup race winner, Guy Wenham - the broadcast team will also oversee the championship’s social 

media posts across race weekends and in between fixtures.  

 

As well as being released through the championship's own social media channels, race highlights and - 

for the first time - additional features, will be broadcast on the popular motorsport.tv online TV channel 

and the fast-growing Samsung TV Plus on-demand service. The latter is available to all UK owners and 

has grown to average of over half a million views per month, just one year after the launch of the service. 

Importantly, both channels are available to view free of charge, with no monthly subscription charges. 

 

New for 2020, the Fun Cup will also be broadcast on dailymotion.com - a global video streaming 

service, featuring news, entertainment, music and sports. The service currently attracts 300 million users 

from around the world, who watch 3.5 billion videos on its player each month. 



Further announcements regarding an expected partnership with a new online motorsport TV service is 

expected in the coming weeks. The championship will also receive some overseas television coverage in 

Racemax - a weekly motorsport magazine show with significant international distribution. 

 

Broadcast producer, Chris Hartley, commented: "Online broadcast channels open up the brand to an 

expansive audience - not just in the UK, but worldwide. It’s also a key area for us to target because 

viewing habits have changed massively in recent years; people now have the freedom to choose to watch 

whenever it suits them rather thanks to the advent of video-on-demand services and online channels that 

can be streamed directly through their television sets.  

 

“We’re no longer restricted to watching online content through a computer, but of course the added 

advantage is that we can also watch the content on the move, through a mobile phone, tablet or laptop." 

 

The new season of Fun Cup gets underway at Oulton Park on 28th March for the first of eight events, 

including a summer visit to Mondello Park in Ireland. Full details are available funcup.co.uk - the 

championship’s official website. 

 

 


